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© Global Warming: Causes  CC5769
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Activity Five
Greenhouse Gas Concept Web

Create a detailed concept web to organize the information you learned about 
greenhouse gases. Begin your concept web with the main topic, “Greenhouse gases,” 
and include links to each of the gases you learned about in this book:

water vapor

carbon dioxide

methane

ozone

nitrous oxide

synthetic gases

Construct your map on a large piece of poster paper so that you have plenty of room to 
include all of the main concepts about each of the greenhouse gases. You may use your 
main topic as a central concept, as shown below, or as a top-level concept if you would 
like to do a pyramid-style map. 

Add links to each of the greenhouse gases to include information about its main sources, 
its ability to absorb heat energy, its residence time in the atmosphere, and whether it is 
part of a natural biogeochemical cycle.
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Producers, Consumers & Decomposers
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MATHEMATICS

Principles & Standards 
of Math Series

Grades PK-2 
32 pages • 3 overheads/IWB downloads 

Number & Operations • CC3100 • 978-1-55319-458-3

Algebra • CC3101 • 978-1-55319-459-0 
Geometry • CC3102 • 978-1-55319-460-6 

Measurement • CC3103 • 978-1-55319-461-3 

Data Analysis & Probability • CC3104 • 978-1-55319-462-0  

   
Grades 3-5
32 pages • 3 overheads/IWB downloads 

Number & Operations • CC3106 • 978-1-55319-464-4

Algebra • CC3107 • 978-1-55319-465-1 
Geometry • CC3108 • 978-1-55319-466-8

Measurement • CC3109 • 978-1-55319-467-5 

Data Analysis & Probability • CC3110 • 978-1-55319-468-2   

Grades 6-8
32 pages • 3 overheads/IWB downloads 

Number & Operations • CC3112 • 978-1-55319-470-5 

Algebra • CC3113 • 978-1-55319-471-2 
Geometry • CC3114 • 978-1-55319-472-9 
Measurement • CC3115 • 978-1-55319-473-6 
Data Analysis & Probability • CC3116 • 978-1-55319-474-3  

REGulAR EDuCATIon

Grades: PK-2, 3-5 or 6-8

Five Strands of Math Big Book 
All 5 books per grade (as shown above) combined 

142 pages • 15 overheads/IWB downloads 

Grades PK-2 • CC3105 • 978-1-55319-463-7

Grades 3-5 • CC3111 • 978-1-55319-469-9 
Grades 6-8 • CC3117 • 978-1-55319-475-0 

2

Written to the NTCM five strands, our Principles & 
Standards of Math Series is made up of challenging 
problem-solving tasks which will push the boundaries 
of critical thought and demonstrate to students the 
importance of mathematics in the real world. The task 
sheets offer space for reflection, and opportunity for 
the appropriate use of technology. The drill sheets help 
students strengthen their procedural proficiency skills. 

NEW!

CC3100-CC3104 

CC3106-CC3110  

CC3112-CC3116 

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

5 BOOKS IN ONE BIG BOOK

IWB READY
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•  TeaCher Guide
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Carbon Footprint 
Series

Reducing Your Own Carbon Footprint
978-1-55319-476-7 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Reducing Your School’s 
Carbon Footprint
978-1-55319-477-4 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Reducing Your Community’s 
Carbon Footprint
978-1-55319-478-1 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Carbon Footprint Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-479-8 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

3

CC5778 

CC5779  

CC5780 

CC5781 - Big Book

learn how you can improve the planet by identifying 
your carbon footprint. Our resource focuses on how 
students can make an impact to help slow the rate 
at which our planet is changing by becoming a part 
of the worldwide effort to reduce the planet’s carbon 
footprint. They will learn to identify their own, 
their school’s, and finally their community’s carbon 
footprint, by determining the causes of climate change 
through carbon dioxide that is released by human 
activities. Students will then be able to calculate the 
extent to which changes in their lifestyles can reduce 
their footprint. They can then extend this base of 
understanding to similar changes in their school and 
their community.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................After You Read

Reducing Your School’s Carbon Footprint CC5779

Footprints in Your Lunch

24

1.  Fill in each blank with a word from the list.

 tractors carbon CO2 composting locally
 organically  recycle reuse reduce

Most (a)  emissions related to your school lunch are indirect. Farmers 

add to the (b)  footprint of your lunch when they drive their 
(c)  back and forth across their fields. “Green” lunch programs are 

based on the idea that (d)  is good, but (e)  

and (f)   are better. Your lunch footprint can be reduced further 

by buying food that is grown (g)  and (h)  . 

Your lunch footprint can be reduced even further by (i)   your food 

scraps.

  2. Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is TRUE or  Circle the word 
FALSE if it is FALSE.

 a)  Reusable plastic plates add less to the carbon footprint of your lunch than 
disposable paper plates.

   TRUE  FALSE
 b)  Organic farming produces no CO2 emissions.

   TRUE  FALSE
 c)  Supermarkets buy most of their vegetables from local farmers.

   TRUE  FALSE
 d)  Material from compost piles is not safe to put on a garden.

   TRUE  FALSE
 e)  The lunches of all students have a carbon footprint, whether they are 

brought from home or bought in a school cafeteria.

   TRUE  FALSE

©

 

© Reducing Your School’s Carbon Footprint CC5779
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How Carbon Offsets Work................................

Your daily activities such as
driving, flying and using electricity
and natural gas emit carbondioxide,
which contribute
to climate
change.

Less CO2 in the
air means a healthier
environment and a
brighter future.

This will
balance and offset
your carbon footprint
because you are
helping to reduce
carbon elsewhere.

When you
buy carbon
offsets, your

money goes to
support certified and

verified carbon reduction projects
like wind farms, methane gas

capture and reforestation.

Then neutralize your
carbon footprint by
   investing in projects
   that reduce or avoid
   carbon emissions.

To reduce your
carbon footprint,
first practice
conservation and
reduce reuse and
              recycle.

CO2

TAKE A PEEK InSIDE!
•  TeaCher Guide
 Assessment Rubric
 Vocabulary Lists

•  STudeNT haNdouTS
 Graphic Organizers
 Reading Passages
 Comprehension Quiz
 Crossword & Word Search

• eaSy MarkiNG aNSWer key

•  overheadS/iWB doWNloadS  
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CC5769 

CC5770 

CC5771

CC5772 - Big Book

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Global Warming Series

Global Warming: Causes
978-1-55319-411-8 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Global Warming: Effects
978-1-55319-410-1 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Global Warming: Reduction  
978-1-55319-409-5 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Global Warming Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-408-8 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 
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What is causing Global Warming? What are the 
effects? What can we do to stop or reduce Global 
Warming? We take a critical look from a scientific 
perspective that will help students separate fact from 
fiction in popular accounts in order to make informed 
decisions about products and lifestyle choices that affect 
the Earth System. We also look at rising sea levels and 
altered patterns of weather and agriculture which are 
cited as direct consequences of Global Warming. Finally, 
we look at creative ways to reduce human consumption 
and output of waste, all in an effort to help clean up 
our planet. Our ready-to-use resource is written using 
simplified language and vocabulary, and presented in a 
way that is easier for students to understand. 

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................After You Read

© Global Warming CC5772
76

1.  Match the term on the left to its defi nition on the right. You may use a dictionary to
help you.

A1

B2

C3

D4

E5

F6

malaria a condition in which the body temperature rises
 dangerously high

intestine harmful disease passed to humans by
 mosquitoes

pollutant from the Sun

ozone a substance that harms people or wildlife

heat stroke part of the digestive system that allows nutrients
 from food to pass into the blood stream

solar a gas that can cause lung damage if breathed

2.    In the table below, name and describe four major risks to human health due to 
global warming.

Health Risk Description

Climate and Human Health

© Global Warming: Reduction  CC5771
58

.......................................
Alternative Energy Automobiles

TAKE A PEEK InSIDE!
•  TeaCher Guide
 Assessment Rubric
 Vocabulary Lists

•  STudeNT haNdouTS
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Global Water Series

Conservation: Fresh Water Resources 
978-1-55319-436-1 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Conservation: Ocean Water Resources
978-1-55319-435-4 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Conservation: Waterway Habitat 
Resources  
978-1-55319-434-7 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Water Conservation Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-433-0 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Water is essential for life on earth. How has climate 
change affected the water we drink, the oceans we 
fish and the lakes and streams we enjoy? Conserving 
these valuable resources by focusing our attention on 
protecting and respecting our fresh and ocean water 
is paramount. We offer a global scientific approach 
for middle school students by covering critical factors 
impacting on the Earth’s water and how human activity 
and climate change is affecting it’s purity and quantity 
as well as the health issues facing plant and animal life 
in fresh and marine water ecosystems. Our ready-to-
use resource is written using simplified language and 
vocabulary which are presented in a way that is easier 

for students to understand.

5

CC5773 

CC5774  

CC5775 

CC5776 - Big Book

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................Before You Read

©© Conservation: Ocean Water Resources CC5774
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Climate Change and Salt Water

2. Put a check mark (¸) next to the answer that is most correct.

 a)  All of these are fossil fuels, except

   A oil

   B coal

   C natural gas

   D hydrogen gas

 b)  Where is most of Earth’s salt water? 

   A in lakes

   B underground

   C in the oceans

   D in polar ice caps 

  
1. Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is TRUE or  Circle  the word FALSE 

if it is FALSE. 

 a)  The greenhouse effect traps heat in Earth’s atmosphere.

   TRUE  FALSE

 b)  Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas.

   TRUE  FALSE

 c)  Natural gas is a fossil fuel.

   TRUE  FALSE

 d)  When Earth gets warmer, the ocean level drops.

   TRUE  FALSE

 e)  Scientists can predict what the ocean level will be in the year 2100.

   TRUE  FALSE

 f)  Most of Earth’s fresh water is frozen in the polar ice caps.

   TRUE  FALSE

 g)  Rising temperature will cause most salt lakes to get deeper.

   TRUE  FALSE

 h)  Using gasoline as a fuel releases greenhouse gases.

   TRUE  FALSE

© Conservation: Water Way Habitats CC5775
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Marine Dead Zones.......................
How a Dead Zone Forms

Heat river
water

Dead
algae

Some dead

Saltwater

Oxygen

Algae
bloom

Freshwater Freshwater

saltwater
SaltwaterLiving

organisms
DEAD ZONE

fish float to
surface

Oxygen-deprived

Fresh

 During the spring, sun-heated 
freshwater runoff from the River 
creates a barrier layer in the Gulf, 
cutting off the saltier water below 
from contact with oxygen in the air. 

 Fertilizer and sewage in the 
freshwater layer ignite huge
algae blooms. When the algae die, 
they sink into the saltier water below 
and decompose, using up oxygen in 
the deeper water. 

 Starved of oxygen the deeper 
water becomes a dead zone. Fish 
avoid the area or die in massive 
numbers.

Algae blooms off the US coast of the
Gulf of Mexico

Image courtesy of NASA
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CC5764 

CC5765 

CC5766

CC5767 - Big Book

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Managing our Waste 
Series

Waste: At The Source 
978-1-55319-301-2 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Prevention, Recycling & Conservation
978-1-55319-303-6 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Waste: The Global View  
978-1-55319-305-0 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Waste Management Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-307-4 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

What is waste? Where does it come from? 
What are we doing to clean it all up? These are 
essential questions for challenging times. Our Waste 
Management series takes a critical look at how we 
create and manage our waste, and what we can do 
to live in more environmentally friendly ways. Our 
resources examine important facts and issues such as: 
natural resources use, pre- and post-consumer waste, 
landfills, incinerators, smog, oil spills and space junk. 
From Hurricane Katrina and the tsunami in the Indian 
Ocean, to the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Also covered are 
waste prevention, recycling and conservation. Also, 
inspire your students with success stories about waste 
management from across the globe. 
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REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................After You Read

© Waste Management: Prevention, Recycling & Conservation  CC5765
40

Sustainable Living
1.  Use the words in the list to answer the questions.

 a)  Which source of energy causes air pollution when 

burned? 

 b) What is another term for a sustainable business?

 c)  What can sustainable businesses use to power trucks 

instead of gasoline? 

 d)  What can sustainable homes catch to use for watering 

gardens? 

 e)  Which type of building materials do not have substances 

that harm people or other living things? 

 f) Which source of power is renewable? 

 g)  What can be used to make alternative fuels to power 

automobiles? 

2.    Circle the sources of electricity that a sustainable business might use to power 
their stores.

3.  Underline the goals of sustainable living.

 rainwater nontoxic wind  fossil fuels  
 alternative fuels  Green business plant products

oil burning furnaces solar panels gasoline generators windmills

use more petroleum oil create less waste recycle more materials

 create less pollution use more fresh water spend more money

TAKE A PEEK InSIDE!
•  TeaCher Guide
 Assessment Rubric
 Vocabulary Lists

•  STudeNT haNdouTS
 Graphic Organizers
 Reading Passages
 Comprehension Quiz
 Crossword & Word Search

• eaSy MarkiNG aNSWer key

•  overheadS/iWB doWNloadS  
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Plastics Recycling N
um

bers

Polyethylene Terephthalate 
(48% of products recycled)  

Soft drink & water bottles, salad 
dressing bottles and oven-ready 

meal trays.

Polyvinyl Chloride 
 (1% of product recycled) 

Detergent bottles, Binders, cling 
film, clear food packaging, vinyl 
siding, wire sheathing drainage 

and irrigation pipes.

 Low density Polyethylene  
(1% of product recycled)  

Bread bags, frozen food bags, 
dry cleaning bags, carpet, and 

bin liners.

Polypropylene 
(1% of products recycled) 

Ketchup bottles, straws, medicine 
bottles, margarine tubs, 

microwaveable meal trays.

Polystyrene 
(1% of product recycled) Yogurt 

cups, foam meat or fish trays, 
hamburger boxes and egg 

cartons, vending cups, plastic 
cutlery.

High-density Polyethylene  
(47% of product recycled)  

Milk cartons, shampoo bottles, 
trash bags, motor oil bottles, 

yogurt containers, 
cereal box liners.

.......................
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ecology & The 
environment Series

Ecosystems
978-1-55319-366-1 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Classification & Adaptation
978-1-55319-367-8 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Cells
978-1-55319-368-5 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Ecology & The Environment Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-369-2 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

SCIENCE

here is everything you need for an exciting study 
of the natural world. Animal life, plant life, and the 
environment as a whole are all explored. First, we learn 
about classifying animals and what the difference is 
between warm-blooded and cold-blooded animals. 
Next, we look at cells, the building blocks of life. We 
will learn about the structures and functions of animal 
and plant cells, and single-celled versus multicellular 
organisms. Then on to the study of biotic and abiotic 
ecosystems, including producers, consumers and 
decomposers, and what the differences are between 
them. All concepts and vocabulary are presented in 
a way that makes it accessible to students and easier 
to understand. 

7

CC4500

CC4501 

CC4502 

CC4503 - Big Book

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................After You Read

© Classification & Adaptation  CC4501
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Warm-blooded vs. Cold-blooded Animals
 

	 	

Extension and Application

3. Classify the following animals into two groups:  WARM-BLOODED ANIMALS and 
COLD-BLOODED ANIMALS.  You might need to use research tools to find out more 
about each animal.  Once you have divided them, explain what the difference is 
between the two groups.

frog   human    snail  eagle   dog  spider

 a)  Cold-blooded Animals    Warm-blooded Animals 

 b) The difference between cold-blooded and warm-blooded animals is

4.  Design a Poster!  We read about how the cold-blooded frog controls its body 
temperature.  It might lie on a sunny rock to warm up its body.  Or, it might bury under 
a rock to cool off its body.  Use your imagination to think of what the following cold-
blooded animals might do to control their body temperature.  Pick one of the animals 
from the list below.  Draw a picture showing these two things:

   -  how the animal warms up its body temperature
   -  how the animal cools off its body temperature

    snake  lizard  crocodile eel salamander

 Don’t forget to label your picture.  Use your imagination!

5. A conversation between a cold-blooded animal and a warm-blooded animal!
 Pretend you hear a conversation between a cold-blooded animal and a warm-

blooded animal. Using a dialogue structure (Animal #1 says…, Animal #2 says….) 
write down the conversation you hear. Your conversation should include the 
following information:

• the names of the animals (pick two)
• what makes them either cold-blooded or warm-blooded
• how they control their body temperature
• the difference between the two animals

    

    

    

Classification & Adaptation  CC4501©

Animal Adaptations

60

..................

Duck

Adaptation: webbed feet
Advantage: move quickly 
through water

Giraffe 

Adaptation: long neck
Advantage: able to eat 
leaves on tall trees

Eagle

Adaptation: good eyesight
Advantage: able to see 
prey from far away

Cheetah

Adaptation: run fast
Advantage: able to catch 
fast-moving prey

TAKE A PEEK InSIDE!
•  TeaCher Guide
 Assessment Rubric
 Vocabulary Lists

•  STudeNT haNdouTS
 Graphic Organizers
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CC4516 

CC4517 

CC4518

CC4519 - Big Book

SCIENCE

human Body Series

Cells, Skeletal & Muscular Systems
978-1-55319-378-4 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Senses, Nervous & Respiratory Systems
978-1-55319-379-1 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Circulatory, Digestive & Reproductive 
Systems  
978-1-55319-380-7 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Human Body Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-381-4 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

enhance your middle school curriculum with our 
comprehensive resource that studies all human Body 
Systems. Take your students through a fascinating 
study of the human body with clear, comprehensive 
and current information. We start off with an in-depth 
study of both the muscular and skeletal systems. Then 
we investigate the organs of the five senses, along with 
the respiratory system! We also look inside the kidneys 
and intestines, and then how a tiny sperm and egg cell 
can grow into a baby. Using simplified language and 
vocabulary, we then explore the major organs of four 
body systems and how they work to keep us alive and 
healthy. 

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

©

NAME: 

...................Before You Read

Cells, Skeletal System & Muscular System CC4516
11

Cell Structures and Functions
1. Complete each sentence with a word from the list. Use a dictionary to
 help you.

 DNA nucleus cytoplasm
 cell membrane lysosomes mitochondria

 a) The liquid inside a cell is called ______________________.

 b) One of the most important parts of a cell is called the ______________________. 
  It controls everything the cell does. 

 c) The nucleus contains special information called ______________________. This
  hereditary information helps the cell to reproduce itself.

 d) The outside covering of a cell is called the ______________________.

 e)  The ______________________ are the parts of the cell that help break down waste to  
keep the cell clean and healthy.

 f) The ______________________ helps break down the food we eat so it can be used by
  the cell.

2. Label the diagram using the terms in the list. 

cell    nucleus    cell membrane    cytoplasm

a

b

c

d

    

© Circulatory, Digestive, Excretory &  Reproductive Systems   CC4518
57

Esophagus

StomachLiver

Large
Intestine

Small
Intestine

Rectum

Lungs

Heart

..................
Internal Organs 
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Matter & energy Series

Properties of Matter
978-1-55319-370-8 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Atoms, Molecules & Elements
978-1-55319-371-5 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Energy
978-1-55319-372-2 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

The Nature of Matter Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-373-9 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

SCIENCE

This is science made easy! you don’t have to be a 
rocket scientist to understand matter and energy. 
Discover what matter is, and isn’t. Learn about solids, 
liquids and gases, properties and changes in matter, and 
the difference between a mixture and a solution. Then, 
explore the invisible world of atoms and molecules. 
Young scientists will be thrilled to learn why they are 
mostly empty space! Then we learn about the periodic 
table of elements, followed by unlocking the mysteries of 
energy including mechanical, thermal, sound, as well as 
light energy. We present these important concepts in an 
easy-to-understand way using simplified language and 
vocabulary.

9

CC4504

CC4505 

CC4506 

CC4507 - Big Book

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................After You Read

© Atoms, Molecules & Elements  CC4505
12

What Are Atoms?
5. a) Complete the table with information from the reading passage.

Atom Part A. How much 
mass?
A lot or a little?

B. Electrical 
Charge
plus, minus, or 
zero?

C. Position
inside or outside 
the nucleus?

D. Which two 
have about 
equal mass?

Electron

Proton

Neutron

 b)  Label the parts of the atom in the diagram below. Write E in the circle if it is 
an ELECTRON. Write P in the circle if it is a PROTON. Write N in the circle if it is a 
NEUTRON. 

Atomic Model

Nucleus
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Hydrogen Helium Lithium Beryllium

Boron Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen

Fluorine Neon

..................

2 protons
+2 neutrons

3 protons
+4 neutrons

4 protons
+5 neutrons

+1 neutrons

5 protons
+6 neutrons

6 protons
+6 neutrons

7 protons
+7 neutrons

8 protons
+8 neutrons

9 protons
+10 neutrons

10 protons
+10 neutrons
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CC4511 - Big Book

SCIENCE

Force & Motion Series

Force
978-1-55319-374-6 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Motion
978-1-55319-375-3 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Simple Machines  
978-1-55319-376-0 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Force, Motion & Simple Machines 
Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-377-7 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

Give your students a kick start on learning with all 
the required fundamentals for learning Force, Motion 
& Simple Machines. We unravel the complexities 
of force, motion and work, with examples of simple 
machines in daily life. Discover what a force is, and 
different kinds of forces that work on contact and at 
a distance. Using simplified language and vocabulary, 
students will also learn about linear, accelerating, 
rotating and oscillating motion, and how these relate 
to everyday life – and even the solar system. Finally we 
learn just how simple - simple machines are, including: 
levers, inclined planes, wedges, screws, pulleys, and 
wheels and axles.

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................After You Read

© Force CC4508
39

Other Forces
That Act Without Touching

1.  Tell which force goes with each sentence.  In the spaces to the left, write G if it is about 

GRAVITY.  Write M if it is about MAGNETIC force.  Write E if it is about ELECTROSTATIC 

force.

 a) 

 b) 

 c) 

 d) 

 e) 

2.  In the pictures below the balls on strings have electrical charges.  The bars are 

magnets that have been dropped into glass tubes. 

  Write the sign for the charges on the balls that are blank.  Write + for a POSITIVE charge.  

Write − for a NEGATIVE charge.

  Show the names of the magnet poles that are not already shown.  Write N on the 

NORTH POLE ends of the magnets.  Write S on the SOUTH POLE ends of the magnets.

A north pole is attracted to a south pole.

It pulls, but it can’t push.

This could be used to separate pins from toothpicks.

Plus repels plus, and minus repels minus.

It makes all falling objects speed up.

a)                b) 

c) d)
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Human
27 mph

Grizzly Bear
30 mph

Killer Whale
34 mph

Greyhound
39 mph

Pronghorn Antelope
61 mph

Cheetah
65 mph
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Space & Beyond
Series

Solar System
978-1-55319-315-9 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Galaxies & The Universe
978-1-55319-316-6 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Space Travel & Technology
978-1-55319-317-3 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Space Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-318-0 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

SCIENCE

11

CC4512

CC4513 

CC4514 

CC4515 - Big Book

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................Before You Read

©© The Solar System CC4512
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The Outer Planets
1. Pluto used to be considered an outside planet but has since lost its status. What do you 

know about this? Do you have an opinion on it? Write a response in your notebook that

answers these questions. Make some predictions about the reason why Pluto is not a real 

planet any more. 

2.  For each of the words listed below, fi nd a synonym from the word bank. Remember that 

a synonym is a word that has the same meaning.  

a) zone 

 b) belt 

c) giant 

d) gas 

e) dwarf 

f) orbit 

g) rotate 

 h) geyser 

i) spot 

3. Label the diagrams below with terms from the following list:

rotate       orbit         ring         spot

a)  b)  c)  d) 

Word Bank

little area

band spin

hoop encircle

vapor mark

huge spring

© Space Travel & Technology CC4514
59

Image courtesy of NASA

.......................

Construction of the 
International Space Station
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➤

Get the big picture about Space. From our solar 
system, galaxies and the universe, to space travel and 
technology, we’ve got it covered. Our resources have 
information and fascinating facts for students in grades 5 
to 8. Learn about the Earth, the Moon, Comets, Stars and 
Constellations. Budding astronomers will be thrilled to 
learn about the Milky Way Galaxy, Black Holes, Nebulae, 
and even Quasars! Learn what it’s like being on the crew 
of a shuttle mission to the International Space Station. 
Simplified language and vocabulary are used to teach 
these concepts and more, including gravity, cycle of day 
& nighttime, cycles of seasons & years, moon phases, 
ocean tides, planetary orbits, the lunar cycle, and the 
speed of light. 
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CC5753 

CC5755

CC5768 - Big Book

SOCIAL STUDIES

World Continents 
Series

North America
978-1-55319-308-1 • 60 pages • 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

South America
978-1-55319-309-8 • 60 pages • 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

The Americas Big Book 
2 books (as listed above) combined 

978-1-55319-473-6 • 113 pages • 24 overheads/IWB downloads 

Take a trip to North america, South america, europe, 
africa, australia, asia, or even antarctica! Using the 
Five Themes of Geography, students will discover far away 
places and exotic lands. Learn what makes each continent 
unique, from the wilds of Australia’s Outback to the ancient 
Egyptian pyramids in Africa. Learn about the mistral winds 
in France, and the busy subways of Hong Kong. Our 
resources present geography concepts in simple language 
and vocabulary that makes learning a breeze. Save time 
with our information passages and ready-to-use activities 
for independent, small-group or whole-class learning. 
Each book includes 12 color overhead transparency maps.
No hassles at the airport guaranteed, since you won’t even 
leave your classroom! 

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

12

60 pages • 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

Europe • CC5752 • 978-1-55319-310-4 

Africa • CC5753 • 978-1-55319-311-1 

Asia • CC5754 • 978-1-55319-312-8

Australia • CC5755 • 978-1-55319-313-5 

Antarctica • CC5756 • 978-1-55319-314-2  
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World Connections
Series

Culture, Society & Globalization
978-1-55319-480-4 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Economy & Globalization
978-1-55319-481-1 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Technology & Globalization
978-1-55319-482-8 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Globalization Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-483-5 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

SOCIAL STUDIES

13

CC5782

CC5783 

CC5784

CC5785 - Big Book

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

explore all that brings the world together with the 
impacts of Globalization. We use simplified language 
and vocabulary as we look at the debates and issues 
surrounding Culture, Society and Globalization, and 
how civil matters and lifestyle choices are affected. We 
explore the topics centered on immigration, outsourcing, 
nationalization and privatization, and the protection of 
intellectual property, by examining such themes as the 
history of currency and economic globalization, the Great 
Depression, international commercial law, multinational 
corporations, and foreign direct investment. Finally, 
become aware of the solutions and problems caused 
by technology and how it helps people function by 
discovering the process of Technology and Globalization.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

IWB READY
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6

BLOOM’S TAXONOMY:
6 LEVELS OF THINKING

*Bloom’s Taxonomy is a widely used tool by educators for classifying 
learning objectives, and is based on the work of Benjamin Bloom.

 

Bloom’s Taxonomy* for 
Reading Comprehension
The activities in our resource engage and build the full 
range of thinking skills that are essential for students’ 
reading comprehension and understanding of important 
science concepts. Based on the six levels of thinking in 
Bloom’s Taxonomy, and using language at a remedial 
level, information and questions are given that challenge 
students to not only recall what they have read, but move 
beyond this to understand the text and concepts through 
higher-order thinking. By using higher-order skills of 
application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation, students 
become active readers, drawing more meaning from 
the text, attaining a greater understanding of concepts, 
and applying and extending their learning in more 
sophisticated ways.

Our resource, therefore, is an effective tool for any 
Science program. Whether it is used in whole or in 
part, or adapted to meet individual student needs, our 
resource provides teachers with essential information and 
questions to ask, inspiring students’ interest, creativity, and 
promoting meaningful learning. 

LEVEL 6
Evaluation

LEVEL 5
Synthesis

LEVEL 4
Analysis

LEVEL 3
Application

LEVEL 2
Comprehension

LEVEL 1
Knowledge

Vocabulary

Bloom’s Taxonomy
Our resource is an effective tool for any SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM. 
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CC5762 

CC5763

CC5777 - Big Book

SOCIAL STUDIES

World Governments 
Series

World Political Leaders
978-1-55319-352-4 • 60 pages • 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

World Electoral Processes
978-1-55319-353-1 • 60 pages • 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Capitalism vs. Communism
978-1-55319-354-8 • 60 pages • 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

World Politics Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-412-5 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

Compare all types of Governments as well as historical 
and present world electoral systems and reform. Get 
the scoop on twelve of the most interesting World Political 
Leaders from the past century along with their global 
impact of today. Learn how a Democratic Government 
operates and compare historical and present world 
electoral systems and reform. Find out the differences 
between the Presidential and Parliamentary system of 
running a country and why Dictatorship governments 
still exist. Using simplified language and vocabulary, we 
discover the power of Governments, proponents and 
critics of Capitalism as well as the frameworks of State 
and Democracy. Students will also explore the origins and 
leaders of modern Communism and Marxism.

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................Before You Read

©© World Electoral Processes CC5762
32

Suffrage: The Voting Process, 
Compulsory Voting, and Voter Turnout

3. Many countries have compulsory voting. Identify three countries. You may use 
the resources in your classroom to help you.

 a)

 b)

 c)

2. Every country has its own requirements for voters. Using the resources in your 
classroom, find two of the requirements for voters in your country. List those 
requirements below.

 a)

 b)

 a)  Qualified .

 b)  To carry out .

 c)  The right to vote .

 d)  Turned down .

 e)  Changing .

 f)  Under command .

1.  Write each word from the list next to the correct meaning. Use a 
dictionary to help you.

suffrage
denied

compulsory
enforce

fluctuating
eligible

© World Electoral Processes CC5762
55

The Presidential System of
Government
..............

The head of
government is 
elected by the 

people in a free 
election.

The head of
government 

serves a fixed 
term of office.

The
Presidential

System of
Government

The head of
government and 
legislature have 
separate powers.

The head of
government and 
the head of state 
are one person.
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North american 
Governments Series

American Government
978-1-55319-343-2 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Canadian Government
978-1-55319-344-9 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Mexican Government
978-1-55319-345-6 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Governments of North America
Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-346-3 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

SOCIAL STUDIES

CC5757

CC5758 

CC5759

CC5760 - Big Book

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

NAME: 

...................Before You Read

© Canadian Government  CC5758
10

Kinds of Governments

a)                                        exists when a nation has no government at all. 

b) A(n)                                            is a form of government with a ruler who inherits 
the position, rules for life, and holds all power. 

c) In a                                                                           , the supreme power is held by 
all the people and is used by them directly.

d) In a                                                                           , all power is held by one person 
who may use force. 

e) In a                                                                           , voters choose their government 
representatives. 

f) In a                                                                           , the power of the ruler or 
monarch is limited by law.

2. Write down each kind of government in the correct box. Use the word list from 
Question 1 above. 

1. Complete each sentence with a word from the list. You may use a dictionary to 
find the definitions. 

       dictatorship          anarchy          absolute monarchy          direct democracy
     constitutional monarchy          representative democracy 

a) Total rule by one 
person, usually a king 

or queen

d) Exists when a leader 
rules with absolute 

power, usually by force

b) All citizens take 
part in suggesting and 

making laws

e) Exists when a nation 
has no person or group in 
charge, and people can 

do anything they wish

c) Voters choose 
representatives to act 

in their interests

f) Government lead 
by a monarch whose 

power is limited by law
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➤

here is everything you need to know about the 
three very different Governments in North america.  
Students will learn: What is government and why do 
we need it? What kinds of governments exist in North 
America today? How are governments elected? We 
present a clear understanding and compare the varied 
branches of the Federal Governments as well as how the 
different systems of checks and balances work. Using 
simplified vocabulary and language, our resources clearly 
explain the structures and functions of different levels 
of government. Also, find out how a bill becomes a law, 
and why the U.S., Canadian and Mexican Constitutions 
are so important.
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The Federal G
o
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CONSTITUTION

Legislative Executive Judicial

Congress

House of 
Representatives

President Supreme Court

Vice-PresidentSenate

The U.S. Capitol The White House The Supreme Court
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CC5500

CC5501 

CC5502

CC5503 - Big Book

SOCIAL STUDIES

World Conflict Series

American Civil War
978-1-55319-355-5 • 48 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

World War I
978-1-55319-356-2 • 48 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

World War II
978-1-55319-357-9 • 48 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

World Wars I and II Big Book 
2 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-358-6 • 90 pages • 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

The american Civil War was a watershed event in 
united States history, causing years of war and terrible 
destruction, but also signaling the last time an individual 
state ever seceded, and more importantly, the end of 
slavery. World War I was to be the “war to end all wars” 
due to the never-before-seen destruction it unleashed. 
But by 1939, the world was at war again, dragging even 
more countries into conflict and causing even greater 
turmoil. Find out the background and causes to each of 
these wars, and learn why each raged on for years. Major 
battles, methods and weapons of war, final outcomes and 
the wars’ impact on and significance to the world today 
are all explored. 

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

©

NAME: 

...................Before You Read

World War II CC5502
21

Major Battles
1.  Match each of the words below with the correct meaning. You may use   

a dictionary to help you.

aviator
a place where the military keeps supplies 

and equipment, where soldiers stay B

neutral

casualties a pilot of an airplane E

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

 carried by ship over the sea A

seaborne a warship with a deck so that airplanes can 
land and take off C

surrender people who are killed or injured during a     
battle

D

aircraft carrier not supporting either side in a disagreement   F 

Gbase to give over to someone else

2.  Being NEUTRAL means not taking a side in an argument. Can you think of a 
time when you have been neutral in an argument? Why would you want to be 
neutral?
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World Conflict Series

Korean & Vietnam Wars Big Book 
2 books (Korean War and Vietnam War) combined 

• CC5507 • 978-1-55319-362-3 • 110 pages 

• 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

Gulf Wars Big Book 
2 books (Persian Gulf  War and Iraq War) combined 

• CC5510 • 978-1-55319-365-4 • 110 pages 

• 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

SOCIAL STUDIES

CC5506

CC5508 

CC5509

CC5507 - Big Book

REMEDIAl EDuCATIon

Grades:  5-8  readING LeVeLs 3-4

help students gain a concrete understanding of the 
causes and outcomes of the korean and vietnam 
Wars as well as the events of the first and second 
Gulf Wars. We look at the background, causes, major 
battles, and key figures of the Korean and Vietnam Wars, 
and how they affected people back home. Following 
this, students will learn about the background of the 
region, the origins of the conflict, and the parties and 
key figures involved with the Persian Gulf War and the 
Iraq War. Using simplified language and vocabulary, and 
written in a way that is easier for students to understand, 
each resource is comprised of reading passages, student 
activities, crossword, word search, and overheads.

 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Korean War • CC5505 • 978-1-55319-360-9 

Vietnam War • CC5506 • 978-1-55319-361-6 

Persian Gulf War • CC5508 • 978-1-55319-363-0

Iraq War • CC5509 • 978-1-55319-364-7
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CC1106 

CC1107 

CC1108

CC1109 - Big Book

reading response
Forms Series

Grades 1-2 Reading Response Forms
978-1-55319-398-2 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Grades 3-4 Reading Response Forms
978-1-55319-399-9 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Grades 5-6 Reading Response Forms
978-1-55319-400-2 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Grades 1-6 Reading Response 
Forms Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-401-9 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

Students will eagerly share their impressions about 
literature with our unique skill-based reading response 
Forms. Each book in the series contains 36 work sheets 
that are engaging, purposeful and graded appropriately. 
Each worksheet focuses on one of the following skills 
based on Bloom’s Taxonomy: remembering, understanding, 
applying, analysing, evaluating and creating. Also included 
are a detailed implementation guide, a selection of hands-
on activities, student assessment rubric, word puzzles and 
a comprehension quiz. The six overheads will assist the 
introduction of the skill focus and guide your students 
through the thought process. Ideal to supplement your 
present reading program or can be used for independent 
student work.  

REGulAR EDuCATIon

Grades: 1-2, 3-4 or 5-6

Reading Response Forms  CC1107©

...................
My name: 

Title of my book:

Author:

After You Read

Remembering
14

Describing Words
Words that name people, animals, places or things are called nouns. 
Words that describe nouns are called adjectives.

Look in your story for nouns.  
Find the adjectives that describe the nouns.

Complete the chart.  Look at the example.
Write the nouns that you found.
Then write the adjectives from the story that describe those nouns.

 Adjectives Nouns – people,  Adjectives Nouns – people,
  animals, places,   animals, places,
  things  things

 shaggy	 dog	 ghostly	 sky

Reading Response Forms  CC1107©

..................
Character Report Card

60

Complete a REPORT CARD to tell how the character 
behaved in this story.

Use facts from the story.

Character  Report  Card

Character’s  E    Excellent
picture: G   Good
 S   Satisfactory
 NI   Needs Improvement

Character name: _______________________________________________________

Grade: _________________________________________________________________

Teacher’s name: ________________________________________________________

Behavior   Grade                 Comments

Positive attitude
Acted safely & carefully
Helpful to others
Pays attention
Completes tasks
Shows responsibility

Comments: _____________________________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________________________________
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reading Skills Series

Reading Comprehension
978-1-55319-484-2 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Literary Devices
978-1-55319-485-9 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Critical Thinking
978-1-55319-486-6 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Master Reading Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-487-3 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

LANGUAGE ARTS
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CC1116

CC1117 

CC1118 

CC1119 - Big Book

16

NAME: 

...................Before You Read

Reading Comprehension  CC1116

Using Graphic Organizers to Identify Context Clues

Synonyms

A

B

C

D

graphic organizers

context clues

Synonyms

Antonyms

1. Put the letter of the correct term beside its definition:

1

2

3

4

words that mean the opposite of the new 
word

diagrams or drawings which help you list 
your ideas on paper

words or phrases that can help readers 
understand the meaning of a new word.

words that mean the same as the new 
word

2. Use the information in the following paragraph to complete the graphic 
organizer. You may use a dictionary after you’ve tried to complete the 
organizers on your own.

During a storm at sea the water is treacherous. Ships are often broken apart by the 
strong waves. Others have simply vanished, never to be found again. Sometimes a 
simple fishing trip can be fatal to passengers if a storm forms while they are at sea. 
Sea captains must always take precautions to keep everyone safe.

ANTonyms

treacherous

Reading Comprehension  CC1116©

..................

58

Making Inferences: Reading Between the Lines

Question: (from the book, our group, or my teacher) 

What I know from the book: What I know from my brain: 

My Inference:
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➤

Become a master reader. Our resource allows students 
to advance their reading skills through three major 
elements. Students begin by gaining an understanding 
of the written text with Reading Comprehension. 
Students will then engage in the tools to understanding 
elementary-level literature with Literary Devices. 
Finally, students will gain the ability to not only 
understand what they have read, but how to build upon 
that knowledge independently with Critical Thinking. 
Using simplified language and vocabulary, and written 
in a way that is easier for students to understand, each 
resource is comprised of reading passages, student 
activities, crossword, word search, and overheads.
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CC1100 

CC1101 

CC1102

CC1103 - Big Book

Writing Skills Series

How to Write a Paragraph
978-1-55319-392-0 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

How to Write a Book Report
978-1-55319-393-7 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

How to Write an Essay
978-1-55319-394-4 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Master Writing Big Book 
All 3 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-395-1 • 170 pages • 18 overheads/IWB downloads 

our program is designed to make the writing process 
logical and easy to learn. We offer clear and concise 
instruction in the drafting and revision phases to assist your 
students in creating outstanding book reports. We also take 
the fear out of writing essays while giving your students the 
tools to successfully and comprehensively express their 
point of view. The learning objectives are based on Bloom’s 
Taxonomy and you can also use this material to supplement 
your present writing program and to evaluate independent 
student work. Also included are a detailed implementation 
guide, a student assessment rubric, word puzzles and a 
comprehension quiz. The overhead transparencies are graphic 
organizers and will assist the introduction of the skill focus 
and in guiding your students through the writing process.

1�

NAME: 

...................After You Read

How to Write an Essay  CC1102

What is a Descriptive Essay?
1. Complete the following Spider Map Organizer for a descriptive essay about your 

favorite dessert.

a) The purpose of a descriptive essay is to ___________________________________.

b) The two types of descriptive essays are __________________ and ____________________.

c) Descriptive essays should contain a great deal of colorful _________________________.

d) The first step of any prewriting process should be _________________________.

e) When you write a descriptive essay, your job is to paint a __________________  

 _________________________ of the topic.

f) A good graphic organizer to use for a descriptive essay is a _______________________ 
Map.

2. Complete each statement 

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail

My Favorite Dessert

Think of an event that you want to describe.
• Why is this particular event important?
• What were you doing?
• What other things were happening around you? Is there 

anything specific that stands out in your mind?
• Where were objects located in relation to where you were?
• How did the surroundings remind you of other places you 

have been?
• What sights, smells, sounds, and tastes were in the air?
• Did the sights, smells, sounds, and tastes remind you of 

anything?

• What were you feeling at that time?
• Has there been a time in which you have felt this way 

before?
• What do you want the reader to feel after reading the 

paper?
• What types of words and images can convey this feeling?
• Can you think of another situation that was similar to the 

one you are writing about? How can it help explain what 
you are writing about?

• Is there enough detail in your essay to create a mental 
image for the reader?

Things to Remember When You Write a Descriptive Essay about an event:

How to Write a Paragraph  CC1100©

..................

55

Who, What, When, Where, Why, How 

Graphic organizers are a pictorial way of constructing knowledge and organizing 
information. They help the student convert and compress a lot of seemingly disjointed 

information into a structured, simple-to-read, graphic display. The resulting visual display 
conveys complex information in a simple-to-understand manner. This 5 W’s + H Chart helps 

students organize all the pertinent information needed for an expository essay.

Where? (setting)

Where does th
is ta

ke place?

How?

How did it h
appen?

When? (tim
e)  

When did the problem happen?                                                                        

Who?
Who are the characters?

A. Major and B. Minor

What?
What is the problem?

Why?  

Why did this happen?                                                                        

Main Idea:
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Sight & Picture Words 
Series

High Frequency Sight Words
978-1-55319-405-7 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

High Frequency Picture Words
978-1-55319-406-4 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Sight & Picture Words Big Book 
2 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-407-1 • 110 pages • 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

LANGUAGE ARTS

21

CC1113

CC1114 

 

CC1115 - Big Book

© HIgh-Frequency Picture Words  CC1114
12

NAME: 

...................Working With Words

Boxed Picture Words Set#4
Read the words in the table.  Use each word in the table once.  
Write the letters in the box that match the shape of the word.  
The boxes show tall and small letters. 

church

1.	

circle clock cloud coat

comb cow cup curtain dog

2.

3.	

4.

5.

6.	

7.

8.	

9.

10.

Write two sentences on the back using one picture word in each.

HIgh-Frequency Sight Words  CC1113©

..................
Take a Guess 

57

Read each clue.  Think of which sight word matches the clue.  
Write the word on the line in the guess column.  
Read the next clue and make another guess.

Clue Guess

1. This word has              letters.

This word makes sense in this 
sentence:  

                                           .

5. 

This word rhymes with 

                                      .
4. 

This word starts with a            .3. 

This word has              
sounds.

2. 
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increase students’ sight word recognition, vocabulary 
and comprehension as you help them identify 130 
sight words and 120 common nouns using real life 
pictures as an aid. Picture associations will aid young 
readers in developing anchor words to increase their 
oral and written language proficiency. Sight words are 
words that must become automatically recognizable 
by the reader because they are often not pronounced 
or spelled in expected ways. We also include the 100 
high-frequency words that make up almost 50 percent 
of everything that we read as adults. Having this bank of 
high frequency words is thus essential to building fluent 
reading skills. Reproducible work sheets include: mixed-
up words, boxed words, cloze sentences and puzzles.

REGulAR EDuCATIon

Grades: K-1

© HIgh-Frequency Picture Words  CC1114
42

NAME: 

map monkey moon

necknailmouth

nutnosenet

...................Flash Cards

© HIgh-Frequency Picture Words  CC1114
21

NAME: 

...................Working With Words

Mixed Up Words Set#1
Unscramble the words.  Write the word on the lines.

nta byab

aglf cta

arhmme kene

IWB READY
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CC1110 

CC1111 

 

CC1112 - Big Book

Word Families Series

Word Families: Short Vowels
978-1-55319-402-6 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

Word Families: Long Vowels
978-1-55319-403-3 • 60 pages • 6 overheads/IWB downloads 

 

Word Families Big Book 
2 books (as shown above) combined 

978-1-55319-404-0 • 110 pages • 12 overheads/IWB downloads 

increase vocabulary, sight word recognition and 
comprehension as you help your students identify 
the correct pronunciation of short and long vowel 
phonograms (word families) using real life pictures as 
an aid. We also highlight the “Dolch” high frequency words 
which encourage beginner reading skills. As students begin 
to read and understand more about the onset and rhyme 
connection found in word families, they will begin to think 
of words as not only a series of individual letters and sounds, 
but as easily recognizable segments or chunks of language. 
Reproducible work sheets include: rhyming, writing, poetry, 
cloze sentences, riddles and chunking. Based on Bloom’s 
Taxonomy, our resource can be used to strengthen children’s 
reading, writing and thinking skills.

© Word Families - Short Vowels  CC1110
12

NAME: 

...................Working With Words

1.	 Add the onset to the rime to create a new word.   Say the word. 
Write the word on the line.  The first one has been done for you.

    j  +  ump   = jump

 d  +  ump  = __________________

 b  +  ump  = __________________

 h  +  ump  = __________________

 l  +  ump  = __________________

 p  +  ump  =  __________________

 r +  ump = __________________

 cl  +  ump  = __________________

 st  +  ump  = __________________

2. Write two sentences using the –ump family words.

a) ________________________________________________________________

b) ________________________________________________________________

Onset – Rime Addition

–ump

Word Families - Long Vowels  CC1111©

..................
What Sound Do You Hear?

60

• Fill in the chart with words you know.
• Say the word.
• Put it in the column under the sound you hear.
• Underline the rime.

 Long a Long e Long i Long o Long u

 cake
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© Word Families - Short Vowels  CC1110
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NAME: 

...................Working With Words

Short “i” Picture Rimes
Look at the picture. Choose the best onset to finish each word. 
The first one has been done for you.

 kick ______ ______ick ______ig ______id

 ______ ______ill ______ill ______in ______ink

 ______ ______ink ______ip ______ ______ip ______it

© Word Families - Short Vowels  CC1110
27

NAME: 

...................Working With Words

Short “o” Sentence Completion
Choose a word from the box to make the sentence complete. The 
boxes show tall and small letters. The first one has been done for you.

 Nod    job    pop    log    lock    frog    hot    cob    dock    Stop    pot 

1.	 		                          if you agree with me.

2.	 Mom needs to get a                               .    

  N      o      d

4.	 We like to eat corn on the                              .

3.	 My dad has a                                         on our                                       .

5.	 The                                         jumped on the                               .

6.	                                       !   My                               fell on the floor.

7.	 Put a lid on the                               .   It is                              !
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The Classroom Complete Press system includes 

meaningful, standards-based activities that blend 

content-rich skill work with critical thinking and 

writing skills. Our ‘Before You Read’ and ‘After You Read’ 

activities provide a basis for group discussion. As well, 

to facilitate independent study learning, our activities 

have been divided into chapter groupings, allowing 

students to work through the novel in manageable 

sections.

our literature kits™ include:
• Graphic Organizer Overhead Transparencies 
• Author Biography 
• Vocabulary Lists by Chapter 
• Assessment Rubric
• Comprehension Quiz 
• Six Additional Writing Tasks

literature kits™

LANGUAGE ARTS
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CC2100

CC2101 

CC2103

CC2104

Phonics NAME: 

...................

© The Very Hungry Caterpillar CC2103
16

Activity Eleven

Example:  Monday YES NO

1. everyday YES NO

2. today  YES  NO

3. Thursday YES NO

4. Wednesday YES NO

5. yesterday  YES NO

6. schoolday YES NO 

7.  happyday YES NO

8.  Teaday YES NO

1. Many words end with the word day.   Read   each word
 below. Circle Yes if it is a real word. Circle No if it is
 not a real word..

 2. Choose  two real words  from the list above. Use each word 
in a full sentence. Remember to begin your sentence with 
a capital letter and end it with a period.

 Sentence One

    ___________________________________________________________________

 Sentence Two

    ___________________________________________________________________

© The Paper Bag Princess CC2101

Story Makeover
..................

55

PRETEND YOU ARE THE AUTHOR OF THE STORY. 
THERE ARE SOME THINGS YOU LIKE AND DON’T LIKE ABOUT IT. 

 • You want to CHANGE TWO things in the story. What are they?

 • There are TWO things you DON’T want to change. What are they?

 • There are TWO things you will ADD to the story. What are they?

Write your answers below.

Things to Change

1 2

Things to Add

1 2

Things NOT to Change

1 2
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REGulAR EDuCATIon

Grades: 1-2

Grades 1-2
55 pages • 3 overheads/IWB downloads 

Curious George • CC2100 • 978-1-55319-319-7

The Paper Bag Princess • CC2101 • 978-1-55319-320-3 

Stone Soup • CC2102 • 978-1-55319-321-0 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar • CC2103 • 978-1-55319-322-7 

Where The Wild Things Are ✪ • CC2104 • 978-1-55319-323-4 
 

❂ Newbery Winner
✪ Caldecott Award Winner
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REGulAR EDuCATIon

Grades: 3-4

Grades 3-4
55 pages • 3 overheads/IWB downloads 

Babe: The Gallant Pig • CC2300 • 978-1-55319-324-1

Because of Winn-Dixie ❂ • CC2301 • 978-1-55319-325-8 

The Tale of Despereaux ❂ • CC2302 • 978-1-55319-326-5 

James and The Giant Peach • CC2303 • 978-1-55319-327-2 

Ramona Quimby, Age 8 ❂ • CC2304 • 978-1-55319-328-9 

The Mouse and The Motorcycle • CC2305 • 978-1-55319-329-6 

Charlotte’s Web ❂ • CC2306 • 978-1-55319-330-2 

Owls in The Family • CC2307 • 978-1-55319-331-9

Sarah, Plain and Tall ❂ • CC2308 • 978-1-55319-446-0 

Matilda • CC2309 • 978-1-55319-449-1

Charlie & The Chocolate Factory • CC2310 • 978-1-55319-450-7

Frindle • CC2311 • 978-1-55319-489-7 

CC2303

CC2306 

CC2310

CC2311

The Classroom Complete Press system provides 
motivation and guidance for independent reading in a 
way that can be easily integrated into a structured 
whole-class reading program. Three specially suited 
graphic organizer transparencies are included in each 

Literature Kit™. All activities engage the student and 
build the full range of thinking skills that are essential 
for students’ reading comprehension. The vocabulary 
and comprehension questions are always worded and 
graded appropriately.

NEW!

NAME: 

...................After You Read

© Frindle CC2311
28

Chapter Nine

Imagine that you are Nick. Plan your strategy for the rest 
of the game. What will your next move be? What will be 
Mrs. Granger’s next move? Record at least three moves 
for each team.

Journaling Prompt

Answer each question with a complete sentence or short paragraph using examples 
from the text to support your answers.

1. What is Mrs. Chatham’s perspective on the diffi culties at school? 

2. Why was Nick’s statement about the word – ain’t, a “fi rst-class thought-grenade?” 

3. Do you think that Nick could stop others from using the word frindle now if he really 
wanted to? Why or why not?

4. What judgement would you make about Mrs. Granger’s use of Mrs. Chatham to end the 
game? Was this really what she was trying to do?

5. How is Nick’s mom related to the white queen in a chess game?

6. List three characteristics of Mr. or Mrs. Allen citing evidence from the text to support your 
ideas. (Eg. creative – Nick invented the word frindle.)

Frindle CC2311© 54

Choose specifi c events from the story that infl uence each other and put 
them in order in the cycle graphic organizer below. Be sure to describe 

the event and how it infl uences the next one.

One Event Leads to Another
..................................

Event #1

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Event #4
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Event #5

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Event #2
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Event #3

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
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CC2516 

CC2517
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REGulAR EDuCATIon

Grades: 5-6

Grades 5-6 
55 pages • 3 overheads/IWB downloads 

Black Beauty • CC2500 • 978-1-55319-332-6

Bridge to Terabithia ❂ • CC2501 • 978-1-55319-333-3 

Bud, Not Buddy ❂ • CC2502 • 978-1-55319-334-0 

The Egypt Game ❂ • CC2503 • 978-1-55319-335-7 

The Great Gilly Hopkins ❂ • CC2504 • 978-1-55319-336-4 

Holes ❂ • CC2505 • 978-1-55319-337-1 

Number the Stars ❂ • CC2506 • 978-1-55319-338-8

The Sign of The Beaver ❂ • CC2507 • 978-1-55319-339-5

The Whipping Boy ❂ • CC2508 • 978-1-55319-340-1 

Island of The Blue Dolphins ❂ • CC2509 • 978-1-55319-341-8

Underground to Canada • CC2510 • 978-1-55319-342-5

Loser ❂ • CC2511 • 978-1-55319-432-3

The Higher Power of Lucky ❂ • CC2512 • 978-1-55319-444-6 

Kira-Kira ❂ • CC2513 • 978-1-55319-445-3 

Dear Mr. Henshaw ❂ • CC2514 • 978-1-55319-447-7

The Summer of The Swans ❂ • CC2515 • 978-1-55319-448-4

Shiloh ❂ • CC2516 • 978-1-55319-488-0

A Single Shard ❂ • CC2517 • 978-1-55319-491-0

Hoot ❂ • CC2518 • 978-1-55319-492-7
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The Classroom Complete Press system provides 
motivation and guidance for independent reading in a 
way that can be easily integrated into a structured 
whole-class reading program. Three specially suited 
graphic organizer transparencies are included in each 
Literature Kit™. All activities engage the student and 
build the full range of thinking skills that are essential 
for students’ reading comprehension. The vocabulary 
and comprehension questions are always worded and 
graded appropriately.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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The Classroom Complete Press system includes 
meaningful, standards-based activities that blend 
content-rich skill work with critical thinking and 
writing skills. Our ‘Before You Read’ and ‘After You 
Read’ activities provide a basis for group discussion. 
As well, to facilitate independent study learning, our 
activities have been divided into chapter groupings, 
allowing students to work through the novel in 
manageable sections.

our literature kits™ include:
• Before & After You Read Chapter Questions 
• Teaching Strategies
• Critical Thinking Skills List 
• Summary of the Story
• All Based on Bloom’s Taxonomy 
• Journal Activities

literature kits™

NAME: 

...................After You Read

© Romeo & Juliet CC2704
30

Act Four, Scenes 1 to 3

 a)  Juliet determines that if the poison does not work she will use a _______________.

 b)  Scene 2 begins with Capulet sending out a servingman to hire 20 _______________ for 

Juliet’s wedding.

 c)  Juliet tells Friar Lawrence that she would rather be _______________ than married to 

Paris.

 d)  Friar Lawrence gives Juliet a vial of poison that will render her unconscious for _______

________ hours.

 e) In Scene 2, Capulet moves up the wedding to tomorrow _______________.

2. Use the appropriate word in the box to answer each question.

love   city   vault   nurse   Tybalt

  a)  Paris attempts to persuade Juliet to tell the Friar that she 

feels this way toward him.

  b)  Capulet claims that Friar Lawrence is widely reported 

throughout the .

  c) According to the Friar’s plan, Juliet should awaken where?

  d) Who does Juliet tell to leave her for the night?

  e) Whom did Paris assume that Juliet was weeping for?

1. Fill in each blank with the correct word from the chapters. 

Romeo & Juliet  CC2704© 53

The play, Romeo and Juliet, touches on a number of themes and topics. 
Perhaps it has made it possible for you to whet your appetite to learn 

more about a particular topic. Such topics might include: Verona,
Italy/Italian history/culture, Shakespearean England, William 
Shakespeare, the live theater, famous actors and actresses of 

Shakespeare’s time, sword-fi ghting/dueling, etc. Choose a topic and plan 
your research using the following KWS chart.

What I Know What I Want to Learn Possible Sources

Topic:

KWS Chart
..................
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Treasure Island • CC2703 • 978-1-55319-385-2 
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NAME: 

...................Before You Read

Alternative Fuels
1. Have you ever heard of the term alternative fuels? Where did you hear about it? 

Explain what you know about alternative fuels on the lines below.

A1

B2

C3

D4

E5

F6

vehicle

modern a means of transporting people or goods

alternative existing only in a certain amount

emissions substances in the atmosphere that absorb heat 

solution

fossil substances put into the atmosphere by people

2. Match the term on the left to its definition on the right. You may use a dictionary to 

help you.

G7

H8 a different way of doing things

limited a means to solve problems

the preserved remains of plants or animals that 

lived long ago

pertaining to present and recent time

greenhouse 
gases

ReadinG PassaGeNAME: 

...................

© Global Warming: Reduction CC5771
17

Public transportation can help lower greenhouse gas emissions. Trains and buses can 

move more people using less fuel than if people use individual vehicles. Many cities 

use commuter trains that run on electricity instead of burning fuel. This results in less air 

pollution in the city. It could also result in less overall greenhouse gas emissions if power 

companies use alternative sources of energy to produce electricity. Walking or riding 

bicycles for short trips instead of using vehicles is another great way to lower greenhouse 

gas emissions.

The transportation of goods also results in a lot of greenhouse gas emissions. One way 

to cut down on these emissions is for people to buy products that are made closer to 

where they live. A lot of energy is used to transport fruits and vegetables long distances, 

for example. If people buy foods grown nearby, fewer greenhouse gases are released in 

their transport. 

Transportation
ransportation, or the movement 

of people and goods, is one of the 

largest sources of greenhouse gas 

emissions. People are developing alternative 

fuels to help lower greenhouse gas emissions 

from vehicles. Many vehicles are now being 

made with technology that gives them 

greater fuel effi ciency. A car that uses 

less fuel to go a certain distance is more 

effi cient. Have you ever heard of a hybrid 

car? Hybrid technology allows the car to 

use energy from braking in order to drive. 

Hybrid vehicles have a high fuel effi ciency. 

T

 What is a hybrid vehicle?

 

 
STOP

Commuter train

© Global Warming: Reduction CC5771
35

NAME: 

...................After You Read

The Masdar Initiative

2. Put a check mark (¸) next to the answer that is most correct.

a) How big will the Masdar Initiative city be?

   A one square kilometer

   B six square kilometers

   C ten square kilometers

   D sixty square kilometers

b) What year is the city planned to be completed?

   A 2009

   B 2012

   C 2019

   D 2023

1. Fill in each blank with the correct word from the reading.

 a)   is the capital of the United Arab Emirates.

b)  The  is a project to build a city that will have no 

greenhouse gas emissions and no .

c) The city will be home to  to  people.

d)  The first stage of building the city is the construction of a large power 

plant that uses only .

e) As the city grows,  power plants are also planned.

f)  Public transportation stops will be less than  walking 

distance.

g)  Walkways will be  to provide protection against the hot 

desert sunlight.

100% Curriculum-Based 
The Classroom Complete Worksheet System

READING PASSAGE 
All the relevant 
information 
curriculum based, 
Bloom’s Taxonomy 
for reading 
comprehension. 
(1-2 pages for each 
of the 7-9 sections)

DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING – 
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BEFORE YOU READ – Help students 
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A question to see 
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of learning.
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